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WUS WEEK BEGINS;
AUCTION TO BE HELD

Pacific Plays Host
Te History Institute

MARCH 7, 1958 — No. 4

"CHALK GARDEN" STAGED
TONIGHT IN CONSERVATORY

The eleventh annual institute of
the California History Founda
Enid Bagnoldls suspense-filled drama "The Chalk Garden" has
tion will be held today and to
its
opening
performance tonight in Pacific Theatre at 8:30 p-m. It is
morrow when 150 members, in
cluding prominent historians, ed the 34th season and 224th production to be presented here at Pacific.
ucators, librarians, insurance men,
politicians, priests, and the owner
of Knott's Berry Farm, will visit
the campus.
College of the Pa,cific's campus
was chosen for this conference be
cause the institute has been very
generous in the past by donating
over 300 western books and many
relics from the Pony Express col
lection, such as Houdini's hand
cuffs, to the Foundation.
The program will begin with
registration on Friday at 3 p.m.
Tours of the new girls' dormitory,
as well as meetings, exhibits, and
banquets, will be included on the
conference agenda. The institute
will conclude with the viewing of
the Pacific Theatre production of
"The Chalk Garden."

Speakers on the program in
The envy of his less ingenious dormmates, a Japanese student
studies in a balcony attached to his upper-deck bunk. The cramped clude Dr. Eiselen; Dr. Cobb, who
i area of bed and desk is this Tokyo student's total living area, and will speak on the topic "The Fu
ture of Light;" A. J. McCollum,
holds all his worldly possessions.
manager of advertising and pub
licity at PG&E, who will talk on
During World University Ser sanatoria in both India and Jap the subject "Century of Light;"
and Thelma Wilson, a full-blooded
vice week, March 9-13, students an were WUS projects.
Indian who is the head of the
of the College of the Pacific will EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT
English department of Gridley
Join forces w i t h s t u d e n t s a n d
A lack of educational equip Union High School.
faculty in 38 other countries to ment threatens to hobble the edu
contribute to this global program, cation of thousands of students.
Drives Commissioner Donna Hud During a recent year, only five
textbooks were available to t h e
son has announced.
600 University of Mysore students

STUDENT LODGING

WUS funds are spent to meet
four areas of student need. Stu
dent lodging and living is the
first area. College enrollments
are severely limited i n many
countries because of a lack of ad
equate student housing. Three
thousand students at Calcutta
University are quite literally
homeless, studying under street
•amps and sleeping on the side
walks. Twenty-three thousand
°ther students at India's largest
university live in buildings where
each student can call his own a
sPace equivalent to the size of a
t^'in bed. Consequently, WUS is
elping t0 build student dormi
tories throughout Asia, t h e F a r
East, and the Middle East.

STUDENT HEALTH
Student health continues to be
e second area of WUS concern.
1 undreds of thousands of Asian
s Udents have never had a physiJa examination. One out of every
. r .^Uians has malaria. Between
•000 to 5,000 Japanese students
equire immediate hospitalization
,°r active tuberculosis. Another
000 to 20,000 Japanese students
Ve mild tuberculosis that will
r
each the advanced stage if care
** not provided.
WUS is helping to build stutuh4 ^ealtk centers, clinics, and
rcuiQsig sanatoria throughout
la- In fact, the first student TB

studying inorganic chemistry.
The 300 pre-medical students at
the University of Saigon in Viet
Nam last year had only one mi
croscope and one balance to work
with. WUS funds help to provide
needed laboratory equipment
books, and mimeograph machines,
which many national WUS com
mittees use to mimeograph their
own textbooks.

RHIZOMIA PLANS
TO RE-ACTIVATE

Hfc w t
The setting of the play is Sus
sex, England, and the scenes take
place in the living room of a
manor house. The play itself
deals directly with a young wo
man, who has a curious and un
known past, applying for the gov
erness position to a wealthy old
woman's granddaughter. There is
much doubt and speculation as
to whether or not this young
woman is a murderess. Besides
this startling fact, there exists an
opportunity for the audience to
observe many interesting charac
ter sketches that help immensely
to strengthen the plot.

den, which serves to symbolize
her inability to face death, let
alone cope with problems of life,
when she lets it waste away to
"nothingness." She is a very
dominant character in the play,
who all her life has sought love
and affection. She never accom
plished her basic need, however;
henceforth, she becomes at times
an overbearing woman.

Preliminary plans for the re
activation of Rho Lambda Phi
fraternity have been started.
How soon those plans reach frui
Arlen Digitale, an "old" favor
tion will depend on the current
ite of many theatre-goers, will
and future members of the frat
also star in this production as
ernity, reports Dean of Men Ed
Maitland, a man-servant who is
ward Betz. It is hoped to have Nyla Marchese, well known here
slightly effeminate in his char
Rhizomia functioning again for at Pacific for her acting ability,
acteristics. There is an element of
the 100th anniversary celebration has been selected for the leading
tragedy to this man's life in that
role of governess. Around her he once served 5 years in prison
Part of the WUS budget is de on October 18, 1958.
voted t o individual emergency Members of the Rhizomia Alum will evolve the whole plot, and for being a conscientious objector
student relief. Thousands of Chi ni Association, under President the audience can look forward to during the war. However, this
nese refugee students in Hong Tom George, have been working seeing a definite change in her role carries with it a highly "com
Kong are kept alive by food ship on a system of supervision t o acting personality a s each act ical" aspect of the play.
ped by WUS, which is the only help with the re-organization of progresses. Nyla, who has been
Elaine Garbolino, comparative
agency designated by the US the fraternity, which has been studying for several weeks, will ly new to Pacific stage, will star
employ
a
Scottish
accent
in
to
idle
for
more
than
two
semesters
Government to ship surplus foods
in the role of the granddaughter,
because of a suspension follow night's performance of her por
to students.
Laura, who, because of unrelent
ing violation of school regulations. trayal of Miss Madrigal, the gov
ing circumstances, becomes a
erness.
CAMPUS DRIVE
Although Rhizomia will not be
"child of lost identity.
Each campus establishes i t s allowed to pledge any members
An interesting highlight of the
Tricia Beattie, always a good
own World University Service during the spring semester, stu play is the casting by Director Deprogram and bears complete re dents will be permitted, near the Marcus Brown of Betty Fox, a for audience drawer, needs little in
sponsibility for its planning and end of the semester, to indicate a mer COP drama student back in troduction. She will appear as
execution. On our campus, the preference for joining Rho Lamb the early JO'S, who, after an ab Laura's mother, a woman whose
outstanding project to raise funds da Phi. Those who desire to be sence of approximately 17 years, own life hasn't been "a bed of
will be the annual WUS AUC affiliated with this fraternity in has returned to Pacific's stage roses."
TION to be held in the Anderson
"The Chalk Garden" will be
the fall of 1958 should not sign and her acting ambitions. She
Dining Hall. The freshman class up for rushing this spring, but frankly admits that her husband, presented four nights — tonight
is planning the auction, with the should wait until the special sign a l t h o u g h v e r y t o l e r a n t , h a s n ' t and March 8, 14 and 15. Tickets
assistance of Donna Hudson,
been too "keen" about the amount can be purchased at the theatre
up is announced.
drives commissioner.
of time she has been spending on box-office at the following prices:
A series of indoctrination meet
Sunday, March 9, all girls liv ings, planned by the Rhizomia rehearsals. Nevertheless, she Adults, S1.50 for main floor seats,
ing on campus will be granted Alumni, will be held later in the feels that he realizes it is a "part" S1.00 for dress circles, 75c for
one extended hour, providing they semester to outline the history of her life and is probably here balcony. Students may purchase
downstairs seats for 50c with stu
pay lc per minute past their usual of the organization and the re to stay!
Mrs. Fox will play the part of dent body tickets; admission to
hour.
quirements for re-activation. All
upstairs is FREE for all students
Watch for World University interested men students will be Mrs. St. Maugham, a wealthy old
with
student body tickets.
woman
who
builds
a
Chalk
Gar
invited to those meetings.
Service week, March 9-13.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
EDITOR'S NOTE: The views
expressed in Letters to the Editor
are those of the individual and do
not necessarily express the opin
ions of the PACIFIC WEEKLY
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association. editor or staff.
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, ot the Post Office, Stockton, Caiifornia
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
"Do We Pamper Our Athletes?"
Editor
Joan Ulrich This is the title of an article print
Business Manager
Bill McGregor e d i n l a s t w e e k ' s P A C I F I C
Assistant Business Manager
Dave Wolgemuth
Managing Editor
Linda McKinnon WEEKLY. I would like to voice a
.Society Editors
Jan Gaston, Joan Bender
Sports Editor
Dick Bateson student's viewpoint on this sub
Circulation Editor
Loris Bringelson ject.
Columnists
Bob Bersi, George Fasel, Bill Embry, Tom Cloud
I, as a student at the College of
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Osborne
Reporters
Neil Porterfield, Michael Roe, Bill Embry, Marian Duncan,
Carole Gold, Pat Stead, Martha Metzler, Cynthia Whiting, Val White, Jean the Pacific, think that our ath
McGuire, Caroline Jamieson, Elsa Madsen. Barbara Flahive, Jim Hoi way, Sue letes are definitely pampered.
Scrivener, Barbara Hamilton, Tom Cloud, Patricia $pule, Bob Nielebeck,
Dave Towell, Ola Murchison, Paul Kaufman, Jack Marden, Dick Bass, Dave There are several reasons why I
Davis, Sal Cortes, Maurice. Jones, Mary Ann Drysdale.
believe this to be true.
itULDQWNEY
PRINTINQ CO.
Last week's article stated that
our athletes are required to meet
certain standards such as: good
citizenship, good academic ability,
and a good over-all academic rec
Can We Afford NOT To Give?
ord. My first reason for believing
WUS Week slips onto our campus between the hectic COP pampers their athletes is
times of Band Frolic and Mardi Gras as one week in which that our athletes think they can
we have an opportunity to show that we do think about "get away with murder" around
campus. CITIZENSHIP! Do the
others, not just ourselves all the time. Last year, the Week athletes when eating in the din
slipped out almost unnoticed, too, with the drive falling far ing hall act like gentlemen and
short of its goal.
good citizens? Ask the athletes
The grumbling student may complain that, wherever themselves about throwing trays
he turns, someone is asking him for that "stuff" to which in the dining hall and wearing
bermuda shorts to Sunday dinner.
we attach so much value—money. This we cannot deny. In
Ask them about the noise around
the economy of today's world, money is essential to promote the women's living groups in the
almost any good project'that comes along, and WUS is no middle of the night. Ask them
ask them about loitering around
exception.
There are so many reasons for supporting WUS, both the dining hall at all hours of the
humanitarian and practical, that it would be futile to try to day. Ask them, our unpampered
athletes of COP, and let's see how
enumerate them all. There are two, however, which, in this many can truthfully say, "Yes, I
time of world upheaval, may deserve to be stressed.
act like a gentleman a r o u n d
First, education is a prerequisite to advancement. With school."
The article stated that our ath
the Sputniks and the Explorer whirling around our earth, it
letes
are required to have a good
may be that this year we have been shocked into realizing
over-all academic record. This is
the urgency of educating as many-people in the free world all well and good. But how are
as possible. Brilliant minds are not limited to people in o u r a t h l e t e s m a i n t a i n i n g t h e s e
countries such as the United States where a college education records? Is it by good, hard
is more or less taken for granted. By providing the means study? Is it by honest work —
for the education of as many as possible in countries not as work every night? Or is it by
advanced as ours, we are starting these countries on the first cramming, copying homework
and cheating on tests? And, of
step to becoming lands of higher living standards, of greater course, there aren't any snap
technological skills, of more intelligent and representative courses for our athletes. Athletes
are not the only students who
government.
Second, by helping to educate others, we are indeed help have trouble with courses. But
ing ourselves. We are paying the premiums, so to speak, on one must admit that not all stu
dents have special tree tutors for
insurance for a free and secure world for our children and each subject. But yes, I guess we
our children's children. By helping to provide education for really don't pamper our athletes.
those in other countries, we are stamping out the ignorance "Athletes, of course, are not
upon which Communist propaganda thrives. We are offer the only students who may get
ing these countries the means to become independent, thriv special privileges in a college or
university. Students with skills
ing nations too strong of mind and purpose to be picked in various fields are given schol
apart by the Communist dove. We are building something arships and special privileges be
vital and constructive which will ultimately prove stronger cause of their particular skills,
than any gun or ICBM. Though the freedom of the body but since athletes get most pub
may he challenged, an educated mind cannot be conquered. licity and notoriety, it seems like
they are the only ones who reOur part at Pacific will, by necessity, be small; there ceive scholarships." This is a par
are so many who need and want an education in the world. agraph from your article in last
But, this week end, when, without a second thought, we shove week's PACIFIC WEEKLY. Ath
several dollars to the cashier in a movie box office, let us letes are not the only students
think how little those dollars meant to us in comparison with with scholarships in COP. Many
how much they would mean to someone -starving for an students from many of the de
partments here have scholarships.
education. Then, let us truthfully try to answer this question: But how many students have as
"Can we afford NOT to give?"
good a scholarship as one of our
unpampered athletes? There are
After all, there is but one race about 60 full scholarships given to
The beaten path seldom leads
football players every year, and
-humanity.
to real accomplishment.
15 full ones given to basketball
George Moore
The Canal Zone Gazette

Ik

EDITORIAL

NARANJADO ON SALE
STARTING MARCH 3rd
Only $6.00... Last Chance
(We said it was the last chance during Christmas,
but we were lying)

by g e o r g e . . .
(Fasel, that is)

IT SEEMS THAT, OF LATE, THE BOOK REVIEW COLL;
of the daily newspaper has become the forgotten entity. Maybe t
is because the book has taken a back seat to such things as
girlie magazine, the one-eyed monster, and questionable calend;
But a quick glance at some of the better books of our day |
down with tongue in cheek) might bring some rather interest
results. We have prepared a list of suggested titles:
YOU CAN'T GO HOME AGAIN—by Juan Peron.
THE BAD SEED—by Luther Burbank.
THE ORGANIZATION MAN—by Jack Willoughby.
A CERTAIN SMILE—by the Gentlemen of Omega Phi.
AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY—by the Committee tor Bet
Professors' Salaries.
STAY ALIVE ALL YOUR LIFE—by Caryl Chessman.
THE EDGE OF DARKNESS—by the P.G.&E.
THE HIDDEN PERSUADERS—by the Administrative Cc
mittee.
THE EGG AND I—by Adlai Stevenson.
MY SON, MY SON—by Harvey Knox.
HAVE TUX, WILL TRAVEL—by John Foster Dulles.
THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM—by Tom Flores.
INSIDE AFRICA—by Art Roberson.
THE GOOD EARTH—by the Gardeners.
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT—by Dean Betz.
DOUBLE INDEMNITY—by Sue Tylor.
LITTLE WOMEN—by Bill Osgood.
TOM SWIFT AND HIS FLYING MACHINE—by Ed Christens
POINT OF NO RETURN—by Bill and Prilla.
DEATH IN THE AFTERNOON—by the 4:15 to 6 class.
PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES—by Miss Knauf.
LES MISERABLES—by the campus streets.
GONE WITH THE WIND—by the Rhizites.
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS—by the Archites.
HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLEGov. Faubus.
WUTHERING HEIGHTS—by the Levee.
VANITY FAIR—by the Ladies of Alpha Thete.
KILL WORRY! LIVE LONGER—by the Ladies of Epsilon.
POWER GOLF—by Patti Soule.
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION—by A1 Hill.
A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME!—by the Men's Annex.
FISHER OF MEN—by Don Osborn.
A TREATISE ON MORALITY AND THE ROLE IT PLA
IN OUR EVERYDAY LIFE—by Mickey Spillane.
THE LAST ANGRY MAN—by george.
players. Arev there 60 full aca
demic scholarships given in each
of the other departments in COP,
or even in the whole college put
together? NO, there are not.
"Instead of pampering athletes,
the scholarships are giving them
an opportunity for a higher edu
cation which, perhaps, without a
scholarship, they would be unable
to obtain." This is the closing
paragraph of last week's article.
A scholarship is an opportunity
for a higher education. If this is
true, then why isn't everyone
with as good a citizenship and
over-all academic record as our
athletes at COP have, given a full
scholarship?
Are our athletes here at COP
pampered? Do we pamper our
athletes? I say yes. What do you
think?

PSA Card No. 998

Teacher Candidates
All teacher candidates are re
quested to sign up immediate
ly for campus interviews in
Room 105, Administration
Building.

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST . ..
f r o m

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP
2635 Pacific Ave.

HO 6-4171

70% Discount On Cash Orders
with presentation of Student Body Card

Mission Tour Set
For Easter Vacation

Students who are interested
acquiring two units of collf
credit in one week are invited
attend the College of the Pad
Mission Tour during the spri
vacation of March 29 to April

The fee for the tour, includi
the two units of credit, is $1
However, the two units are i
required; and, if they are i
taken, the total price is only $
The sum includes everything 1
cept meals and tips.
The tour is conducted by K'
inald R. Stuart, director ot t
California History Foundatii
and Mrs. Stuart. Colorful stor
giving the atmosphere and c
ture of Spanish California will
told by Professor J. RandoHutchins and the padres of '
various missions.
T h e t o u r b e g i n s Saturd
March 29, at 8 a.ni. and ard'
back in Stockton on Satur«
April 5. Some 22 missions '
visited, including the well-to1®'
San Juan Capistrano W5'
Side trips are planned to Kn»
Berry Farm and the Hunting
Memorial Library and Art
lery.
Although the tour is desig®
to include as much as pos^
reaching clear to Los Ange'
there will be chances to relax
swim during a stop at Rivers"
The party is limited to 36, *
those who are interested
make reservations by depos1
$25 with Elliott J. Taylor,
lege of the Pacific, Stockto®
California.

Pog« Three
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;0P A Cappella Choir Leaves
23rd Annual Spring Tour

Pharmacy Dedicated
At Ceremony Sunday

FROM WHERE I SIT...
By BKKSI

L a s t Sunday afternoon, the
WeU. you ami uy things haven't been happening around the
College of the Pacific pharmacy
old campus of late. The problem is. as always, finding the ones
By MAItTHA METZLKK
was dedicated to Harlow B Boyle,
you can write about. I dropped by Archanta the morning after the
TV College of the Pacific a cappella choir of 40 voire* nil] br w h o s e g e n e r o u s p r i n c i p a l g i f t bell met its sad fate Some of the members were standing around
rtiainine residents throughout northern California and Oregon made the facility possible.
the wreckage. They had a few comments- nothing you'd care to
lt» twenty-third annual spring tour, March 0-16.
The new pharmacy Is on the h e a r — J u s t c o m m e n t s M a n . w h a t y o u c a n ' t d o w i t h a l i t t l e o l d
first floor of Weber Hall and will cherri-bomb and a few gallons of water.
serve as a central source of sup
It wasn't too long after that Rhizomla loops) got a new coat
ply for medicine for the students of paint. It would haw been a better Job had it been done In the
of OOP. It Is also a prescription daylight. Maybe not. When you're 100 years old. the stroke Is not
center for students and faculty so steady, is It. Epsilon? And while I'm on the subject of unsteadi
a n d w i l l p r o v i d e e x p e r i e n c e a n d ness. did you ever work up enough courage to dive in the pool last
training for seniors In actual Saturday night- huh. Leslie?
practice of pharmacy under fac
ITEMS
There's a new hate Joke circulating through Alpha
ulty supervision.
Theta Tau. It goes something like. "Hey, where's the trophy that
Dr. Barker, faculty adviser for was on the piano?"
FLASH: It has come to my attention that a new rocket fuel
the student branch of the Ameri
can Pharmaceutical Association, was tested enroute to the USF game last Tuesday evening. The
has announced the names of the test path stretched some 135 miles along the-perilous Banta Cut[new officers of this group for Off, terminating at the Highway 50 intersection. Reports are as
| the coming year. Ken Zentner yet indefinite, but the unofficial feeling of the six technicians in
was elected president; Katherine charge is that the fuel was more than ample for the test, the vehicle
| Lum. vice-president; Jeanellen and occupants being propelled at some 70 mph along the 135 mile
! Meyer, secretary; Jim Ztmmer- ro'ute. at the rate of fuel consumption of 2 mlputes. 45 seconds per
| man. treasurer and Jim Valle. quart. This placed the vehicle exactly on orbit (Highway 50 to
1 historian.
wards San Francisco) after only 11 minutes and 15 seconds of fuel
consumption. It is a confirmed report, however, that, at the crest
of their Journey, the six occupants were in much better spirits than
Loan Fund Available any Russian pooch ever was. It's all In the fuel, they say.

To Graduate Students

Pictured a!>ove are Dean J. Russell Kodli-.v and three members
Pacific's a cappella rliolr, looking over an agenda of the annual
tolr tour which begins tomorrow.
1

The Pacific choir has pioneered tradition for 42 years in the Pa
the collegiate a cappella choir cific Conservatory of Music, the

in the western United States;
as a result of concerts and
such as the present one and
c plac
cement of alumni In the
•chine
Ing profession, many schools
patterned choirs after this
(articular organization.
Choir personnel are drawn
rom the entire student body, reaidless of subjects held as maw Interest. Auditions are de
manded of all candidates for evycar's choir; former members
» well as new candidates must
nter try-outs. Therefore, a comletely reorganized choir with the
at possible combination of
Ices every year is the result,
"holr personnel represent comnunities throughout the United
;tates. as well as Hawaii and
krpt

1958 choir has reached unexcelled
perfection. Acclaimed by the west-1
ern press, principal music educa
tors and radio and television officlals have established the Pa-1
cific choir as among the top
American choral groups. Its
singing Is marked by striking
group precision and amazing ton
al effects that thrill audiences
with their brilliance, range, and
color.

The Pacific choir has, for sev
eral years, participated in the an
nual Easter Sunrise Service broad
cast from Yoscmite National
Park and last year was chosen
to appear on the nationally tele
vised progTam, "Wide, Wide
World." It has appeared at the
national convention of the Music
Kducators National Conference
and has again been invited to per
J- Russell IIIxlley, who has dl- form for this group at the con
*cted the choir at Stockton since vention to be held In Los Angeles
934 when he assumed leadership the latter part of March.
rom Charles M. Dennis, who orThe choir, as It visits Auburn,
•nlred (he choir In 1916, Is a mu- Paradise. Redding. Eureka, Santa
composer, and arranger. In Rosa, Palo Alto. Burlingame. j
•ion to being a superlative Weed, and Crescent City in Call-1
Mr director. A graduate of the fornia. and Klamath Falls. Port
oWege of the Pacific, Bodley be- land.- Mapleton. and Gold Beach
dean of the Conservatory in Oregon, will truly be a fine
Music at ractfic in 1955.
representative of the College of

The a cappella choir being a the Pacific

CLEARANCE

The Jake Gimbel scholarship
loan fund for graduate students
offers $1,000 for use In any Cali
fornia university towards a mas
ter's or doctor's degree. Dean Ed
ward Bctz has announced.
Only six loans will be granted,
and these will be awarded on a
competitive basis. This offer Is
limited to male students only.

Scholarship Blanks

S c h o l a r s h i p application
blanks are now available In
Room 10 5, Administration
Building, Mr. Elliott J. Taylor,
scholarships officer, has an
nounced.
The deadline for submitting
these applications is April 1.
Present scholarship h o l d e r s
must re-apply.

DRY GLEANED
AND PRESSED
SLACKS
SWEATERS
JACKETS
SKIRTS
SHIRTS
• Sports Type I
DRESSES
O'COATS
LADIES'
& MEN'S
SUITS

49c
89c

FINEST WORKMANSHIP
UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED

Week-End Special
Wool and Gabardine

Oil

SPORT SHIRTS 33c

ALL RADIOS

Workmonship
Unconditionally Guaranteed

Table - Portable - Clock
Up lo 30% Off

MIRACLE MUSIC
PHONE HO 6-4388

2363 PACIFIC AVE.

DRY CLEANED
AND PRESSED

Bring Coupon With You
"The Biggest Name
In Drv Cleaning!"

PAYLESS
GLEANERS

7503 PACIFIC AVE.

6 32 Graduate Theses
Graduate degree candidates at
Pacific have written a total of
632 acceptable theses and disser
tations In the 45-year period be
ginning In 1913. a study of rec
ords at the Graduate Office has
shown.
The largest number of these
research reports have been pre
pared In the past 25 or 30 years,
with only six of the total being
doctoral dissertations. All the rest
were written by candidates f o r
the Master of Arts. Master of Mu
sic. or Master of Science degrees.
Analysis of the titles according
to major areas of study shows
that education leads with 190 the

Accepted Since 7 9 7 3
ses and dissertations, while his
tory and political science, music,
and speech are next with 70. 59.
and 45 respectively. Chemistry
and English list 34 each.
Numbers in other departments
are as follows: zoology. 28: physi
cal education and health, 27; psy
chology, 24; economics. 17; Bible
and religious education, 16; Asian
studies. 16; modern languages. 15;
sociology. 12; art. 11; mathemat
ics and physics, 8 each; botany,
6; biology. 5; ancient languages.
3; and business administration.
2. One thesis was accepted in
engineering In 1931. and one was
received in philosophy In 1934.

NOW PLAYING
Doors Open 6:45
Show Starts 7 P.M.

HO 6-0211

STOCKTON

PREMIERE!

3 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
BEST ACTRESS — BEST ACTOR — BENT SONG

ANNA
MAGNANI
ANTHONY
QUINN
ANTHONY
FRANCIOSA
HALpodudon
WALLIS'

A MASTERPIECE
OF EMOTIONAL
REALITYI
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Air. Taylor To Speak
Future College Profs
At WUS Week Chapel Have Club On Campus
Highlighting World University
Service, "HOW MUCH DO YOU
CARE—IF THEY LEARN?" will
be the topic which Mr. Elliott
Taylor will discuss in Chapel ser
vices on Tuesday, March 11. Mr.
Taylor, director of admissions at
Pacific, gives the third in the
chapel series on social concerns.
Bob Goux, a freshman English
major, is to be the student leader.
Under the direction of Dr. Schill
ing, chapel choir will sing.

There are 12 students on cam
pus that belong to an organiza
tion for future college teachers.
This group, which was formed
two years ago when students be
came alarmed at the shortage of
people going into college teach
ing, meets for luncheon sessions
with their adviser, Miss Ellen
Deering, and its other consultants,
Dean Potter, Dr. Larsen, and
Dean Bertholf.
At the last meeting, Dr. Robert
Burns spoke on new develop
ments in college teaching. Judy
McMillin and Glen Davidson are
now planning a program to be
given by the students, and the
group also recently completed a
bibliography of some 25 books

Interviews For "Y" Jobs
Scheduled For Thursday

flDALINE'S WISDOM
for S O P H I S T I C A T E S

Mrs. Clifford Crummey, mem
ber of the Bay Area Recruiting
Committee for the YWCA will be
at Anderson Y on March 13 from
11 a.m.-2 p.m. and 4-5 p.m. to
interview anyone interested in a Dear Addy,
summer job or career with t h e
I happened to be walking along
YWCA.
the levee last week when I ran
into a movie company busy at
located in the library that are of work on a production. Of all
interest to those contemplating places to shoot a movie! Why
does Hollywood come all the way
college teaching.
to COP to make a movie on our
Present members of the or
levee?
ganization are Don Duns, Dennis
Levee Caretaker
Day, Wayne Rasmussen, L o l a
Dear L.C.,
Johnson, Edward Perry, Glen Da
That, my friend, was the shoot
vidson, Judy McMillin, Patricia
ing
of the final scenes for "Tight
Sanford, Glen Salbach, Wilbert
Suds at Okay Corral," a Roger
Crockett, Larry Bridges, and Ste
Moreau Production. Did you hap
phen Stocking.
pen to notice the two Indians?
Bruce: Ugh
Al: Ugh, ugh
Bruce: Don't change the sub
ject.
P.S. Bruce Gledhill and Al Farnum, that is!
Dear Addy,
I was unable to attend

For Those In Doubt:
Probation Explained

ROBERTA CHING
South Hall

It's the knowledgeable way to dress for beach maneuvers... in
Catalina's authentic Surfers... fresh from California!
Both shorts and tops go to all lengths to please.
Sizes 8 to 16 in white heat or true navy.
Left to right:

Long Surfer—§8.08 "Active Sports" shirt— $4.9$

FORUM ARTS

Short Surfer—$4.98 Surfer shirt—$2.98
Mid-length Surfer — $3.98 "The Basque" shirt— $3.98

*onthe

Dear A.A.,
We're happy to see that s.
many interested and capafc
girls are running for offices ths.
year. They are as follows:
dent—Marielle Tsukamoto, SanjRobinson; first vice president^
Pat Mondon; second vice pr^i
dent — Jeanette Smith, Gaylent
Nichols; treasurer—Carol "Jak^
Jacobson, Corrine Connolly; ^
cording secretary — Janet Waj
ger, Carol Haddan, Beth Akers
corresponding secretary —
White, Shirley Dalton, Beth
Blakely, Pam Derby; publicity
chairman — Ruth Simonsoh, Joaj
last Wemple, Carol Lindemann; ani
historian — Jan Gaston, Marilyr
Austin, Melba Evans, Thais Klsh!
Eleanor Peters.

Many students are concerned
with the fact that they have re
ceived probation notices and do
not fully understand their signif
icance. A probation notice is a
warning term which means that,
unless a student's grades a r e
raised, he will not graduate.
To be put on probation, a stu
dent must have dropped below a
C average, in his cumulative or
the COP total average.
A student that transfers from
another institution with above
average grades and then goes be
low a C average on his first sem
ester report will find himself on
probation, as only his COP
grades are taken into considera
tion.
A first probation is when a stu
dent falls from % to 5 grade
points below a C average. Second
probation occurs when a student
is 5% to 10 grade points deficient.
If a student, after two semes
ters, falls below a 10 grade-point
deficiency, he is then disqualified.
However, the personnel of COP
have the right to make exceptions
either way.
Statistics on campus show that,
as a result of last term's grades,
class standings are as follows:
freshmen: 27 students on first
probation; 26 students on second
probation; 2 students disqualified.
Sophomores: 26 students on first
probation; 20 students on second
probation; 7 students disqualified.
Upper division: 18 students on
first probation; 22 students on
second probation; 13 students dis
qualified.

beaehy keen!

„

Avenue

night's convocation at which th
candidates for AWS offices J?
introduced. Could you please S
me who is running for the van
ous offices?
Ann Associated (W.S)

March 7—
Pacific Theatre: "The Chalk
Garden"; 8:30 p.m.
California History Institute
Lecture; Social Hall 8 p.m.
Y Movie and Discussion:
"East of Eden"; 7 p.m.
March 8—
Pacific Theatre: "The Chalk
Garden"; 8:30 p.m.
California History Institute
Lecture; Social Hall,
10:15 a.m. and 1 p.m.
March 11—
Chapel and Newman Club;
11 a.m.

Dear Addy,
I went to a recital in the Con
servatory, and I just had to tell
everybody h o w wonderful the
violinist was. His last number was
charming. I loved its wild aban
don. Was it his own composition!
Music Lover
Dear Lover,
I remember that number also
he was just putting a.new string
on his violin.
Ad-libs
Want a remodeling job done or,
a china closet? Inquire: Marilyr.
Jemigan . . . We just got word
that several members of the
Pacific family were asked to
"Name That Tune." Sandy Wur
ster, Bill Osgood, Sue Tylor, and
"Toad" Fletcher didn't g e t the
right answers, but for consola
tion prizes they may get electric
shavers . . . The USF game was
a real winner! . . . Epsilon had a
wonderful week-end celebrating
their one hundredth birthday with
an open house on Friday nigh'
and the Centennial Ball on Sat
urday night. But why all the pain'
on the fraternity houses?? •
Fraternity rushing starts right
away . . . It's "black and white
for tomorrow night at AlphJ
Thete! . . . The Epsilon HoW
Party is this week-end . . • Won
derful fashions, models, and ®j
tertainment at the Omega Phi
Fashion Show yesterday. And >
TV set, too! ... Is that a dogCI
a horse that's been ru"1^
around campus lately? • • •
Alpha Thetes are getting a a
paint job in their bedrooms tW
week . . . The levee these days
being used not only for prod11^
tion of movies, but also j
launching rockets! . . . Don't
get to vote for your favoP
candidates for AWS offices!

-Rushii 1 ?
With Coffee Date - Picnic
Zeta Phi Begins

Pre

Zeta Phi has been very bU^
with pre-rushing activities.
Thursday, February 27, an h"c,
mal coffee date was held fro111
to 8 p.m. at the house. At Da T
Point on Saturday, March *
guests enjoyed a picnic. Hot
and cokes were served, folloff
by games of volleyball and b
ball and informal group slflF™
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Orchesis Welcomes
14 New Members

'omeas
Alpha Thete To Dance
In Black And White
Tomorrow Night
Tomorrow night, Saturday,
March 8, is the night of the Alpha
Theta Tau house dance. This an
nual costume dance is held every
spring and appropriately called
"Black and White Ball." Guests
and members will dress in a vari
ety of black and white costumes.

THE WEEK
By CAROLINE .TAMIESON
West Hall would like to pre
sent sophomore Gail H l c k e r
ITom Dutch Flats as Woman of
he Week.
Gail is thinking of going into
nternational relations work af||er graduation. This job, more
nonly known as cruise di
eting, consists of planning recational activities for the ship
assengers and helping them to
j^lan tours in the various places
hich they are going to visit. To
fieet the qualifications for this
areer, she is taking courses in
tfltical science, sociology, and
sychology.
I Gail can always be found sail
|fig down some ski slope, as ski
rates high among her favorf sports. She also enjoys swim
^Ing, traveling, and politics
hroughout the years, she has
•llected dolls and now possesses
| large collection from all over
le world.
[This year she is president of
purs, a sophomore honorary so
on the rally committee;
Is a member of the a capflla choir and will be going on
tour which starts M a r c h
[and ends the 17th. She w a s
shman representative of West
house council last year and
hpast treasurer of the Ski Club,
jls coming summer, Gail i s
Mining to attend the University
1Hawaii.

General chairman of the affair
is Arlene Lambert. Her commit
tee chairman include Pam Derby,
decorations; Pam Morey, refresh
ments; Fran Emery, chaperones;
bids, Beth Akers; music, Barbara
Henning; invitations, M i c k y
Babb; and clean up, Marlee Stark
Dancing will begin at nine and
end at midnight. The dance will
be held at the house, and atten
dance is by invitation only.

Social Scene
Friday —
8:30 Pacific Theatre:
"The Chalk Garden"
Tau Kappa Kappa House
Dance
Saturday —
2-4 Epsilon Hobo Party
8:30 Pacific Theatre:
"The Chalk Garden"
9-12 Alpha Theta Tau
Black and White Dance
8:30-1 Alpha Kappa
Lambda Dance
"Y" Theatre Party in San
Francisco: "Tiger at the
Gates"

•and Frolic Records
— AVAILABLE —
dcr your records as soon as
ssible — any 2 groups on
10" LP — $3.12 Inc. Tax

Quality
Recording Service
'217 N. WILSON WAY
HO 4-7464

Peg is a junior from Lafayette,
majoring i n elementary educa
tion. She was a member of Spurs
from last year and is active in
CSTA.

South Hall had its annual in
stallation Thursday, February 27,
In the South H a 1 \ recreation
room. New officers were installed,
entertainment provided, and re
freshments were served to the
girls in the hall and the guests
who included Dean Davis; Mrs.
Wilbur, West Hall housemother;
Mrs. McCoy, Manor Hall house
mother; and Mrs. Hancock and
Mrs. Ives, South Hall's house
mothers.

Jim is from Woodland and is
majoring in civil engineering at
Stockton College. He was affilia
ted with Sigma Nu at the Univer
sity of California at Davis.

Margaret Cai^e, president, also
announced that plans are being
made for an exchange with a
boy's living group sometime in
the near future.

MISS SHORT TO SPEAK
FOR AWS ON EUROPE

EPSILON TO HOLD
DANCE AND PARTY

Miss Virginia Short, professor
of music, will speak on the topic
"Europe," next Monday, March
10. This Informal event, spon
sored by AWS, will be held in
the faculty lounge at 7:30. Re
freshments will be served after
the program.
There are two more programs
left In the four-program series on
travel. One of these programs
will deal with the culture a n d
travel in Asia, and the last pro
gram of the series will be a sum
mary of travel opportunities in
the world.
These programs are made in
teresting by the attendance of
foreign students here at the col
lege. These students can give
first hand information on many
of the places discussed. S u c h
programs give many students a
travel experience they would
never get otherwise. All members
of AWS are invited to attend the
next program.

To

RENT A TYPEWRITER
OR ADDING MACHINE
BY THE WEEK, MONTH,
OR QUARTER...

. All Makes and Models . .
If you decide to purchase a
new or used machine the rental
will be applied on the purchase
price.

San Qorufuin
BUSINESS MACHINES
114 N. California St.
Phone HO 5-5881

Open Thursday 'til 9 P.M.

See

CINCH NOTICES DUE
Cinch notices will be issued
on March 14, Miss Ellen Deering, registrar, has announced.

Do you like to
travel?
If you are single, and betweeen
19and 26, there's a splendid
opportunity waiting for you.

HAWAII
ORIENT
EUROPE
SOUTH AMERICA

Along with its current expansion
American Airlines needs many
more attractive Stewardesses.
You must be 5'2" to 5'8" in height
130 lbs. or less in proportion to
height with 20/50 eyesight or
better without corrective lenses.
Those accepted have FREE
TRAINING, excellent salaries,
liberal expense accounts, and the
privilege of free travel.

.

C/iar/es

TRAVEL SERVICE

Even though you may not
reach the minimum age
requirement, if you are
interested in this as a career,
please feel free to discuss
this with us.

For complete information
Phone or Visit
Stockton
125 No. Hunter
HO 6-9096

Tau Kappa Kappa is holding
their semi-annual pre-rush dance
tonight at Micke's Grove. The
theme is to be Japanese with the
name "Taikiko's Garden." Jimmy
Linbaugh's band will be playing
from 9 to 1, and the attire is
dressy. Attendance is by invita
tion only.

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

Summer '58
Student tours

TAKE IT EASY!

TK Dance Sports
Japanese Theme

Among Epsilon Lambda Sig REMEMBER the WUS AUCTION
ma's featured activities for the
•••••••••••••••••••••••a
semester will be the sorority's
annual Kiddie Dance and Hobo
Party.
The Kiddle Dance requires a
certain amount of regression to
childhood for appropriate attire.
The freshman girls who are in
vited and their dates come dressed
as their favorite childhood cow
boys, comic characters, and the
like. Refreshments will include
cotton candy. The dance will be
held at Micke's Grove on Friday,
March 14, from 9 to 12 p.m.
The Hobo Party is a very in
formal game day. Anything from
cards to bingo and jacks is
played. This get-together is plan
ned for March 8 from 2 to 4 p.m.
at the sorority.

PLAN AHEAD

>sh Checks Quickly,
•siness Office Says

ting the past few months,
|r-u bearing stale dates have
t®1 returned b y local banks.

SOUTH INSTALLS
NEW OFFICERS

The engagement of Peg Boevers and Jim Hansen was recently
announced at Epsilon Lambda
Sigma's dress dinner. Patty Macpherson sang several songs, and
the names of the couple were re
vealed in the last number. Then
Jim arrived to present the ring
to Peg.

Monday —
Fraternity Rushing
Tuesday —
Fraternity Rushing
Wednesday —
Fraternity Open House
Friday —
9-12 Epsilon Lambda Sigma's
Kiddie Dance
REMEMBER the WUS AUCTION

congratulations, Gail, for your
H-deserved honor as Woman of
Week.

Ml students should be prompt
[cashing checks because t h e
flfornia State Banking Law refres all checks to be cashed
180 days of the date of
Pe, the Business Office has an

Peg-Jim

Fourteen girls have recently
become members of Orchesis, ac
cording to adviser Mrs. Uherek.
Officially welcomed into the
national dance society last week
by President Susan Hayden were
Julie DeVecchio, Judy Stander,
Sarah Olson, Pat Ellis, Jean
Avery, Marion Johnson, Sandi
Tatum, Kathy Morrison, Nancy
Richard, Kathy Young, Barbara
Kilgore, Laurel Warner, and Don
na Farber. Already members are
Ellen Niles, Gaylene Nichols, and
Roberta Ching.
As a group, the COP chapter
of Orchesis is considered by Mrs.
Uherek to be "the best dancers I
have ever had."

NO
CHARGE FOR
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Lodi
11 So. School St.
EN 8-4042

Many Tours From Which To Choose — Plan Today

INTERVIEWS
ON CAMPUS
Tuesday, March 25th
9 ami. to 8 p.m.
Contact Placement Office
for appointment
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The Pacific Sport Scrapbook
By SAL CORTES
Looking way back through the sport pages of copies of old
Pacific Weeklys, there are great moments in COP's sport history
which will always be remembered by many former students and
perhaps now even faculty members.
Exactly 36 years ago, or, to be more specific, in 1922, when
Pacific was in its last year at
College Park in the Santa Clara
Valley before coming to the San
Joaquin Valley in 1924, the Ti
gers produced one of the out
standing football teams of t h e
1920's.
TULLY KNOLES' SON STAR

That year the COP football
squad from San Jose won six of
seven football games to win the
Northern Division Championship
of the California Coast Confer
ence. Coached by Erwin "Swede"
Righter and led by quarterback
Eddie Spoon (who was also stu
dent body president) and fullback
Peter Knoles (son of Chancellor
Tully Knoles), the Bengal Tigers
scored 105 points against only 20 COP CHANCELLOR KNOLES
points for the opposition.
To quote the Pacific Weekly of December, 1922, "The 1922
Pacific football team was the fastest light football team that Central
California has seen in many grid seasons."
Basketball didn't take a back seat in those days either. The
Tiger five won the Northern California Division Title in basketball
in 1923. Led once again by Coach Righter, the Bengal Tigers quin
tet also won the 1923 California Coast Conference Championship by
winning the best two out of three game playoff series from Fresno.
They won the third and deciding game 25-24 after each team had
won one game. The team was lead once again by Eddie Spoon,
guard Chick Stevens, and center Ed Wagner.
It looks as though 1922-23 were great and wonderful years in
Pacific sports and they will always be remembered in the memories
of some former Pacific students.
HISTORY MAY REPEAT

This same sports situation could easily be repeated once again
by the COP football team of 1958 and the basketball squad of 1958-59.
This year's football squad has been predicted to become one of the
best and fastest teams that Pacific has ever had, with such speed
sters as Herm Urenda, Dick Bass, and Jack Larschied in the backfield.
Next year's basketball team may also turn out to be one of the
best quintets in Pacific history. With the magnificent showing the
team has shown in the last half of the season, and with four of
the starting five returning, they certainly have proven that they
will be a strong contender for national honors next season.
Let's keep our fingers crossed and Pacific sports history may
repeat itself!

PACIFIC NOW FOURTH IN WCAC!
CONFERENCE GAMES
Pet.
Lost
Won
Team
1.000
0
11
U.S.F.
.636
4
7
St. Mary's
.545
5
6
Santa Clara
.455
7
C.O.P.*
5
.417
7
5
San Jose State*
.364
7
4
Pepperdine
.091
10
1
Loyola
"Season Complete

PF.
734
678
616
662
737
716
548

PA
539
644
632
703
718
791
664

SPRING SPORT SUPPLIES
TENNIS
GOLF
BADMINTON
SWIMMING

A- ^

TIGER BASEBALLERS
OPEN SEASON TODAY

COP DROPS THRILLING FINALE

By BOB NIELEBECK

The COP horsehiders, playing
in an organized league for t h e
first time in several years, open
their season today against t h e
University of San Francisco in
the City of the Golden Gate.
But have you ever seen a game
where the pitchers pitched in the
gynasium while the rest of the
ball club competed in a game of
"pepper" on the nearest tennis
court? Well, if you have shown
any pre-season interest, you
would haver seen that this was
the extent of the Bengal boys'
practice until last Friday. Rainy
weather and bad drainage of all
the practice fields was the cause
for the delay of organized prac
tice.
COACH SID HALL, who is the
present producer and director of
the all-star cast (all-star until
the ax falls), and who will reign
as master until coach VAN
SWEET and his starting five
complete their hot and heavy bas
ketball campaign, added batting
practice to the schedule last Fri
day at Billy Hebert Field, home
of the Stockton Ports. This is the
same piece of real estate on which
the Tigers will play host to their
visiting opponents.
EIGHT LETTERMEN RETURN

Tuesday College of the Pacific journeyed to the home of the
mighty University of San Francisco. Their mission: to try ami
upset the nationally-ranked Dons. The mission was not accomplished, but the Tigers gained many friends by the tremendous
effort they gave.
Pacific traded USF basket for basket during the first half. USF
led at half time by one point.
The Tigers kept up with the Dons until about midway through
the second half. Sparked by their brilliant sophomore forward
Fred LaCour, the Dons stretched a slim 40-39 lead into a comfortable
5441 score and this was enough to give the Dons their 20th con
secutive triumph.
The win enabled USF to finish the West Coast Athletic Con
ference season with a 12-0 record"
and regular schedule with a 24-1
A lot of credit for COP's late
mark. The lone defeat was ad season surge should be given to
ministered by Stanford, 50-49, in coach Van Sweet. Van did a mar
December. The Dons record cur velous job in leading his Tiger*
rently is the best in the nation! to fourth place in the league. He
College of the Pacific's LEROY had only one senior and eight
WRIGHT, one of the best sopho sophomores on the team, so lets
more cagers in the country, was give credit where credit is due
e a s i l y t h e b e s t p l a y e r o n t h e Three cheers for Coach Sweet for
court. He controlled both back a job well done.
boards and was game high scorer
with 23 points. Wright thrilled the
crowd when he stole a USF pass A-l Cleaners' Mystery
and went down the floor to "dunk"
Tiger Of The Week
(or "stuff") two points. Un
doubtedly, this particular play re
minded the USF fans of their own
Bill Russell.
DAVE KLURMAN, the Tigers
fine backcourt man, also played
one of his better games. He did a
credible job of defensing Gene
Brown of the Dons while he also
scored 18 points.

The Tiger club boasts eight re
turning lettermen. But for every
bright side there is a dark one,
as the team also lost its two top
pitchers in the persons of NORM
BASS and BOB CORONADO who
met with scholastic difficulties.
The returning veterans are:
BOB SARTWELL, catcher; ED
SOWASH, first base; CHUCK
FELICE, second base; GARY
HUBB, third base, outfielders
KEN FLAIG and DICK BASS;
and, pitchers CHUCK CHATFIELD and KEN USELTON.
The present squad by position
consists of:
Catchers: Sartwell, BOB MAZZUCA, ROLAND RUTTER, and
HAP VASCONI.
First Base: Sowash, and BOB
LOURIERO.
Second Base: Felice and Hubb.
Third Base: GENE PIKE and
TOM FLORES.
Shortstop: BURT MANTELLI,
and KEN DEAN.
Outfielders: Bass, JERRY FOSEN, JIM HOLMES and BOB
NIELEBECK. Expected after bas
ketball season are: Flaig, GARY
KAUFMAN PAUL KAUFMAN,
D A V E K L U R M A N , a n d A R T BASEBALL
PARGAMENT.
March 7, Friday —
The Tigers play their first
USF 2:00 p.m.—away
home game against the Santa
March 8, SaturdayClara Broncos on Friday, March
Sacramento (2)—away
14, at Billy Hebert Field.
March 11, TuesdayCalifornia—away
Good luck, horsehiders.

Sports Schedule

COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
THE MODERN LIBRARY
QUALITY PAPERBACKS

the

BOOKMARK

2103 PACIFIC AVE.
ON THE CAMPUS FOR YOU —

FREE PARKING —

• > v „ as-

Sometime tomorrow, BltJ"
VON HOORBECK, A-l's
pus representative, will. W*
phone one of the COP bvj I
groups; whoever answers '
call will have one ehaiic®
identify correctly the
Ithlete. utner
a
Other
tery Athlete.
groups will
win be
uc telephoned^
w-ivi—-the previous contestants
swer incorrectly.
The wining prize wlD ^
the contestant's purchases
the preceding week — fr®"
charge!
_np
Can YOU identify our
tiger?

HO 6-9805

1603 PACIFIC AVE. -J

HHHHIIM1'

MHBMH

Pog« Seven
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MERMEN AT ST. MARYS TODAY FOR CLASH WITH GAELS

with Jack Marden

|->'.C-A.A.'

Two College of the Pacific swimmers, namely CHRIS GREENE
ED HINSHAW, have been working hard during the off-sJai>m
now that the aqua season is under way they feel their past
•, combined with the coming season's competition, will carry
all the way to the National Collegiate Athletic Association
apionships. The championships will be held this year in Ann
or, Michigan.
Chris, who holds the COP record for the 100-yard butterfly with
, 61.7 second clocking, says that the swimming team will be greatly
K^ngthened by the addition of TOM ANDERSON. Tom (who may
ot be eligible because of a transfer rule) has already bettered
reene's record with a 60.7 second clocking. However the Menlo
C transfer used the new "dolphin" style. The style is completely
gal. and it is defined as swimming with both legs being held
|wgether.
Ed, Chris, and ROGER MOREAU are being counted on to
ore the bulk of the points this year even though they face such
•ong teams as Stanford and California. Stanford, who is rated
the best on the coast, has a great swimmer in Robin Moore
Robbie holds the world's record in the 100-yard freestyle with a 48.9
ond clocking. (He is the only man in the world to break 50 sec
s.)
pnds.i
Newman High School has sent the COP Track Team five-foot,
n-inch, 190-pound LIONEL "PANCHO" SEQUEIRA. Pancho, as
. is called, holds his high school's record for the shot put and also
he West-Side Relays record in the same event. A definite im
provemcnt is being made in his specialty this year, and the chem
itry major, who had close to an "A" average in high school, defin
has the ambition to improve himself.

Here's the 1958 COP swimming
team, which may come to be the
finest that Coach CHRIS
KJELDSEN has ever turned out.
LARGE PHOTO

Background, left to right:
STAN KONENSBERGER, DAVE
VOLTMER (son of COP faculty
member DR. VOLTMER, KELLY
KJELDSEN (the Coach's son),
JOHN FELIX, HAROLD ROB
INSON, COACH CHRIS KJELD
SEN.
1)660 OLYMPICS TO BE CROWDED
Foreground, left to right: DAVE
The tremendous amount of athletes that performed at Helsinki HOPGHTON, ROGER MOREAU,
1956 was considered rather large at 5,695 participants. However DON SMITH, CHRIS GREEN,
faring the 1960 Olympic Games, to be held in Rome, the combined TOM ROBINSON.
number of participants from the various countries will exceed 7,600 SMALLER PHOTO
At 170 pounds a man can run a fast quarter mile, as exhibited
Background, left to right:
|>y Bob Hicks when he ran a 52.0 at Susanville High School. But, PETE WALLACE, ED HIN
vhen you're up to 190, how is it? Well, the same Bob Hicks, who SHAW, JIM MILLAR.
Jieeds his weight for his halfback spot on the Pacific Varsity football
The Pacific mermen, currently
foam, can't tell you yet, but he has been working hard, and it looks without the services of Coach
if his hard work will pay off. Time will tell . . .
Kjeldsen, who has been ill, will
be striving hard to "win them all
for their admired mentor. KJeld
sen will soon be back from con
valescing, for the team is in dire
h
need of his services, what with
the swimming schedule including
such opponents as California
Stanford, St. Marys today), San
Pardon us, while we ruminate: beliefs; others, on the other hand, Jose, and Cal Poly.
They tell us that some groups may present the similarly biased
In this campus overindulge in opinion that the application of —God. The earth is His and so
Jlcoholic beverages: RHIZOMIA the "golden rule" theory is all are we, so why should we act
supposed to have been the that is necessary for living a contrary to His wishes? We have
read that . . by the fear of God
orst offender of this law, the good life.
a man avoids evil" (Proverbs 16),
fne most upheld of all Pacific
NEITHER "GROUP" RIGHT
so we feel that we all should con
nores.
But we believe that the truth s i d e r t h i s g r e a t m o n i t i o n a n d
They also tell us that Pacific's t o t h e w h o l e m o o t p o i n t m a k e i t a p a r t o f o u r d a l l y
F heology students learn only what is the fact that neither one thoughts and actions.
' given to them in textbooks; of these groups are absolutely
Sometimes we feel especial
they are not learning how the correct in their application o f shame when we see foreign stu
|ther half lives."
their ideals for correct living. dents come to Pacific and watch
And then they tell us that Really fine athletes do not carry them immediately recognize this
tare is some dissension between "chips on their shoulders." Nor "class distinction." Remember,
athletes and the "students" do they believe that their super we are not in India; let us-try
|ere at Pacific. But why?
ior athletic prowess is an excuse to alleviate and to eventually
for
acting as if they actually do stamp out this dissension between
UNDERSTANDING
feel superior in everything they our athletes and the other stu
We believe the reason for this
say or do. On the other hand, dents here. Let us leave the idea
rdinal misunderstanding is a
truly religious persons should not of the caste system in India; let
idea
on
"fused
—
the part of
shun or look down upon persons us practice the wonderful broth
ah group — of the primary he
they classify as "sinners." Reli erhood which is so wonderfully
's and ideals for which each
gion, as we see it, includes the characteristic of the Band Frolic
'anx stands. God created the
r*h and everything upon it; we advocation of a universal friend period. Dissension, Jealousy, and
ship — a brotherhood — with intolerance is not a part of His
'eve He wanted this earth and
ory °ne of His subjects upon it each and every man maintaining thinking. Let us not make it a
within him the sincere feeling of part of ours.
Prosper and to live and die for
love
for his fellow workers, his
We all see the sun rise every
Purpose. Just as the unison of
fellow
classmates, h i s fellow morning over this fine school.
ar)t and soil is essential to the
men. This is fellowship: all men This, also, is God's — Just re
nving 0f trees, plants, and flowunited, unified under one master member that. Please Him, please?
• so must God want human be,0
**
work together, live to^ er, and laugh together for
"ntl: happiness and peace of
. • Just as He ushers in the
. °us seasons every few months,
"•ust He wish us to become
" steady and ever faithful in
HUNGER
r daily living.
•^° blame can be levied upon
A T
°ne o f these differing
j>ups." Some may attempt to
p this dispute by maintaining
„ e most outwardly "religigroup i8 correct on their
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STOP
THE END ZONE

MEN'S CLOTHIER
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Four Aptitude Tests
Siven New Freshmen
iiscover Difficulties

Fraternity News

Lost In The Stacks
By TOM CLOUD

Tips Given To Tho$ e
Taking Trips Abroad

Most of us are familiar with
INTRAFRATERNITY
College students on low but
the venerable New England poet,
COUNCIL
gets and with high hopes jr,
Robert Frost. His famous lines
This next week (March 10-14)
travel this summer may jea>
By VALERIE WHITE
"Good fences make good neigh
has been set as sign-up week by
about opportunities for a trip J
bors" from "Mending Wall" and
Every effort is made by the the Intra-Fraternity Council. All
"Home is a place where if you Europe for less than $1,000 br
College of the Pacific administra men who wish to rush a frater
writing for the free booklet "K
By EMBRY
go they have to take you in" from
tion to help the students discover nity this semester must officially
ing to Europe?" published by
'The Death of the Hired Man,"
and overcome academic difficul inform the Dean's office by the
Council on Student Travel.
are
well known. But, I wonder
end
of
this
coming
week.
Wed
ties and to get the most possible
The booklet describes the ^
With all the shoot-em-up's on how many people have read "The
out of college. One method i n nesday, March 12, is the evening
ferent
types of inexpensive ^
TV,
KCVN
is
considering
a
90Road Not Taken."
which this is done is through a on which all of the fraternities
cational travel programs open u
minute
"wild
west"
drama
once
a
It
was
written
a
number
of
series of four aptitude tests given hold an open house and invite the
offers assistance in selecting iron
male students to meet informally week. The name will be some years ago in free verse. Its idea
to entering freshmen.
more than 40 different trip
thing
like
"Mike
Fright
in
Corral
appears
rather
simple
—
as
does
the members of their house.
ENGLISH TEST
Room
A,"
or
maybe
"Have
Turn
so much of Frost's poetry — yet 1 ranging from sightseeing toun
The first of these tests is the •Rushees are encouraged to visit table—Will Travel." The thing is
its depth when contemplated is to bicycle trips, work camps, aa;
Purdue English Test given to de all three fraternities. The dates
still in the planning stages, so quite startling. This is one o f accredited study tours.
termine the freshman's capacity for the rush dinners have also don't hold your breath. (In fact,
The Council on Student Travel
those rare works where the read
in English expression and com been decided upon: Alpha Kappa no one even knows it's in the
a
non-profit educational travel or
er cannot readily appreciate its
p r e h e n s i o n . T h e r e s u l t s o f t h i s Phi, March 18; Alpha Kappa planning stages!)
ganization, advises students wisfc
significance
unless
he
is
able
to
test are used to classify students Lambda, March 19; Omega Phi
ing to travel independently to do
Ever wonder what would hap project himself, or an experience
in various English classes. Those Alpha, March 20.
two things: (1) secure a list ol
of
his
own,
into
the
heart
of
the
pen
if
the
underworld
took
over
In order that the rushees can
that score in the lower half of
the national student unions
this test take Basic Composition make a satisfactory preference, the radio and TV industry? I can poem.
abroad which offer assistance tc
TWO
WAYS
OF
LIFE
see
some
of
the
programs
taking
t h e f i r s t s e m e s t e r , a n d t h o s e the IFC encourages them to take
Frost, our poet, is confronted student travelers; and (2) pu,
scoring in the upper half take it advantage of all opportunities to shape now, such as "Beat Up the
with
two ways of life to lead — chase a student identity card be
the second semester. The lowest meet and to become acquainted Clock," or "Do You Trust Your
both of which outwardly seem fore leaving home in order to
scoring students must take a rem w i t h t h e t h r e e f r a t e r n i t i e s a n d Moll?" Then, in place of Ed Mur- equally acceptable to him. Yet, in take advantage of student raterow and "Person to Person," we'd
edial English course for no cred their members.
on housing, restaurants, transpor
have Jimmy Hoffa doing "Punk some way, although not clearly
it. The students with the highest ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
tation, and cultural events iknown,
there
does
exist
a
particle
AKL is investigating the possi to Punk." And, of course, at the
scores are invited to take an
Europe.
This identity card is sold
of difference; and this difference
Honors English class.which meets bilities of acquiring a neon sign top of the ratings would b e
for 25 cents at the National Stu
evidently
makes
the
poet's
deci
composed of the letters of the "What's My Racket?" and "I
for two hours once a week.
sion a difficult one. He decides, dents Association, 701 Seventh
The second test given entering fraternity to adorn the. chimney Love Luciano."
Avenue, New York 26.
TODAY at 2:30, and every Fri h o w e v e r , t o t r a v e l t h e m o r e The information services of the
freshmen is the Diagnostic Read of the house. The same letters
day at the same time for the "grassy" road, for he feels it is Council are available to studenting Test which analyzes the stu will soon be placed over the fire
next 11 weeks, make it a point in "want" of wear. At first, he without charge in the interests o!
place
in
the
house,
reports
house
dent's reading rate, comprehen
to watch KOVR-TV Channel 13, consoles himself with the decep fostering wider international edit
sion, and vocabulary. This test is manager Larry Clark.
tion that he can always come
for
"Pacific Profiles."
The
fraternity
is
going
to
start
used to discover reading problems
back
another day or time to this cational exchange. A number ol
Dean
Betz
will
moderate
the
low-cost booklets (25 cents) art
which are often at the core of a a system of Zeta Numbers. These
"other"
life. "Yet knowing how
one-half hour shows produced by
also
available from the Councils
student's difficulty i n classes. numbers, states Dave Clack,
the TV production workshop at way leads on to way," he sudden o f f i c e t o h e l p s t u d e n t s u s e t h e i r
Students scoring low on this test chairman of the committee, help
ly
doubts
seriously
that
he
will
KCVN. (Joseph Torres and yours
time and money wisely overseas.
may take advantage of the Read keep track of all alumni members
ever return. The poet ends his
truly producers) So WATCH!
Another of the Council's ser
ing Clinic which gives individual and encourage spirit among the
poem
with
these
lines:
Hope everyone knows about
vices is the operation of "stu
and group assistance in reading. present members. Each member
"I should be telling this
is given a number upon joining "Coffee Time" by now. It's aired
dent ships" on the North Atlar.
with a sigh
on
Wednesday
nights
in
KCVN's
ACADEMIC ABILITIES
the fraternity and gradually gains
tic.
Somewhere ages and ages
MEASURED
The Council's West Coast o,
seniority as older members grad Studio A. Music, free prizes;
hence;
more music and more free prizes;
The School and College Abili uate.
f ice is at 240 Stockton Street, San
Two roads diverged in a
ties Test, which analyzes academ
Social Chairman Bill Hale re and it's all FREE MAN, FREE!
Francisco.
wood, and I —
ic abilities, is also administered. ports that all preparations have Like it doesn't cost you a cent!
I took the one less traveled by,
What ever became of G u s
This tests aptitudes i n verbal been made for Saturday night's
one of us will face a similar trld
And that has made
areas or language understanding Prohibition Dance and that all Fletcher???
in life, if we haven't already. Wil
all the difference."
and quantitative areas or the un guests will be wearing a costume
the road we take lead us W
TWO
INTERPRETATIONS
derstanding of non-language func of the "Roaring 20's."
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
misery and agony — ultimata)
There
are,
of
course,
at
least
Omega Phi's original movie
tions. This test is used as a guide
President Tom McGinley states
resulting in our self-annihilaw
two
interpretations
implied.
Does
in making vocational choices, and that AKL is welcoming all inter production, "Tight Suds at OK
—or will it be a triumph in o#
the
author's
"sigh"
indicate
dis
it helps to isolate academic diffi ested male students to AKL's Corral," will be premiered on
lives? It is too early for us reait
appointment,
or
is
it
a
sigh
of
April 11 and 12, according to
culties. Those scoring high in the open house Wednesday.
to know! Nevertheless, it is>*
producer Roger Moreau. Tickets relief? As I previously stated, deed poems like Robert Frostverbal areas would be suited for ALPHA KAPPA PHI
this
poem
takes
an
intimate
hold
social sciences, while those doing
"The Road Not Taken" that ma*
Saturday, April 12, is the date for the mpvie will be only 50c.
Omega Phi's Mother's Club upon the feelings of those who me marvel at the strangeness
well in the quantitative area are of Archania's Mothers' Club
read it and have had a similar
best suited for scientific fields of meeting. Archania's Executive fashion show and card party, dur
experience. Undoubtedly, every life and the fate of mankind.
big
which
a
television
set
was
work.
Committee, which recently met,
Students also take the Student arranged a card party to be in given away, was a tremendous
Study Habits and Attitudes Test cluded in the entertainment for s u c c e s s , r e p o r t s P r e s i d e n t D o n
which analyzes study habits and the club meeting.
Smith.
"I'm a liberal arts senior
Don also states that Omega
college attitudes. A low score in
President Steve Henry wishes
without specialized training
t h i s t e s t m e a n s t h e s t u d e n t h a s personally to invite spring sem Phi Js looking forward to meet
and
I've heard there are
i
n
g
t
h
e
r
u
s
h
e
e
s
a
t
t
h
e
o
p
e
n
not developed proper study habits ester rushees to Archania's open
some fine opportunities at
house Wednesday.
and has a disinterested attitude house this next Wednesday.
toward the academic aspects of
/Etna Casualty for me in
college.
their FIELD REPRESENTATIVE
TEST RESULTS
The results from these four
tests are given to the deans and
to the advisers. Students are en
couraged to check with them and
discuss their results. Interesting
and valuable information may be
obtained through these conferen
ces, and students may find ways
to improve class work.
Test results are put on a scale
with COP freshmen and not with
freshmen throughout the nation
They usually coincide with the
grades the students make during
college, although occasionally the
scores may be inaccurate for an
individual person. Factors such as
illness, nervousness, a n d t h e
weather may influence the re
suits.
These tests are given for the
benefit of the students. They are
one of the ways the administra
tion endeavors to help the student
discover and overcome academic
difficulties

JUNE GRADUATES

TRAINING PROGRAM.

you can bet I'm going to
talk to their representative
and find out more about
what they have to offerl*

CAREER POSITIONS IN CALIFORNIA
STATE GOVERNMENT

Representatives will be on ibe College of Pacific ciuopu.

Hew ABOUT YOU? Why not drop
over to your Placement Office and ask
for a copy of "Who, Me?"...And
while you're there, make an appoint
ment to meet the /Etna Casualty man
who'll be on campus:

FRIDAY, MARCH 7

to Interview students interested in career
opportunities in the following fields:

ENGINEERING
PERSONNEL
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS
PROPERTY APPRAISAL AND ACQUISITION
Sign up for interviews at the
Student Placement Office

CALIFORNIA STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
801 CAPITOL AVENUE
SACRAMENTO

FRIDAY,. MARCH 14

Note to prospective Admirals and GeoersUl
/ / y o u ' r e S a c i n y a .
t
i
n
t
.
1

zcz-Jm

each other when you're back in circulation.

,

,

..^

/ETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY
Affiliated with
/Etna Life Insurance Company
Standard Fire Insurance Company

Hartford, Connecticut

